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Brief Recap
 Between 40% - 90% of performance on
any given day can be attributed to the
athlete’s mental state/readiness at that
time
 Most athletes fatigue mentally before they
fatigue physically, because their minds
are not in the same shape as their bodies

 Therefore, it is important to develop core
mental strength  the mental
equivalent of core physical strength
 Core mental strength is rooted in the
subconscious

Recap – The Subconscious

 The subconscious is where much of it happens
(Hermanson, 2011)

 The subconscious is what shapes your
true thoughts & beliefs
Conscious Level

Subconscious Level

Unconscious Level

 And your thoughts & beliefs are what
shape your feelings/emotions & the
associated behaviours
… and thus, your mental state
before & during performance

Interactions with other SPAC Content


TGfU – Goal setting during training in order to enhance technical skills
(technique/execution) as well as mental skills (motivation, concentration, and
energy/arousal)



James Mandigo lecture – “What” and “How” elements



Fitness Tests – Fukuda sensei mentioned the fostering of (mental) discipline through
mandatory school & university PE classes; e.g., “gaman”



Pilates – Diane noted the importance of good/correct breathing & muscle relaxation
 It’s the same in sport competition – when athletes are under (mental) stress, breathing tends to
become more shallow; muscles also become tense, which inhibits smooth execution



Kendo & Judo – Japanese spirit of Budo or “do”
 A philosophy on the proper way of life or “way of doing” (both physical and
mental) that is inherent in martial arts (Ken-do, Ju-do), cultural arts (Sho-do),
and spirituality (Bushi-do – the “Way of the Warrior”) … to strengthen the
body and mind
 In Judo, much like the traditional Way of the Warrior, it’s necessary and
important to make “maximum efficient use of physical and mental energy”
- Jigoro Kano, Father of Kodokan Judo

Recap – MST Components
 Athletes acquire basic mental training tools, followed by
systematic & consistent use of those tools to build essential
mental skills
MENTAL TOOLS

MENTAL SKILLS

* Goal Setting
* Imagery/MR
* Relaxation/Energizing
* Self-Talk

* Motivation
* Self-Confidence
* Stress Management
* Energy Management
* Attention

 To improve “mental fitness” or core mental strength  thereby
enhancing mental control

Emphasis on Three Mental Tools
Goal Setting
 As discussed/applied

Mental Rehearsal,
Imagery

Self-Talk
 Positive self-talk has typically been associated with better performance 
e.g., more than 70% of elite American athletes use positive self-talk as a
coping strategy during competition
 Three main categories include (1) statements that address technique,
(2) those that increase effort or offer encouragement, and (3) those that
improve mood
 Actual statements or simply cue words – cue words can be used to maintain
or increase speed, strength, power, confidence, persistence, and discipline
 Cultural note – Negative self-talk among East Asians

Using Mental Tools – Self-Talk (Encouragement, Mood)

Using Mental Tools – Self-Talk (Technique)

Developing Mental Plans
 Address selected Strengths (“Maintain”)
 Address selected Weaknesses (“Improve”)
 “What”

“When”

“How”

 Can also address possible contingencies or other points that are
personally-specific/relevant
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Mental Plan Activity

Later, when athletes/performers become more
comfortable with creating mental plans, the
process can evolve into more elaborate and
personally-specific mental preparation plans,
mental performance plans, and mental
recovery plans

 Both on an individual and team basis

Final Thoughts
Meticulous Mental Preparation …
… so that you can then ‘let go’
Consider the anecdote about the
professional dancer, who practiced
hard and methodically all week so
that when the weekend came and
it was time to perform, she could
“forget all of the steps.”
During performances, her mind relaxed
and her body remembered what to do
… because she had done all of the
hard work and preparation.

Preparation – and then ‘letting go’ …

Think of the goals you’ve set. Use your goals to motivate you to
train, and then, when the heat of competition is on, let them go.
You’ll play that great game, score the important goals, win …
when you let go of the in-game desire to do so. One mistake of
coaches and athletes alike is the fixation on outcome goals as
you go into (and during) that big match. When it counts the
most, let go of outcome and trust yourself. Trust your training,
trust your hard work, and trust your muscle memory; let the
game come to you.
- Alan Goldberg, sport psychology consultant for the University of
Connecticut Huskies, 2000 men’s soccer NCAA champions
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Thanks for your
attention; enjoy
the rest of your
stay in Japan

